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Growing and leading a business has always been a challenge. Today it is so more than ever. Change is 
constant, but the pace of change has been increasing rapidly in the last decades: new technologies, digi 
talization, globalization and demografic changes have a powerful impact on the way we work and live. 
People expect things to change rapidly. In order to succeed, your organization needs to recognize opportuni 

ties ahead of time, and accelerate the pace of change as well. The requirements are as enormous as they

are diverse. You have to keep up with new technologies on the one hand and ensure that your employees 

are up to date on the other. So, how do the managers and leaders in your company encourage and foster 
change? Building trustful relationships, motivating your employees to continuously learn and  develop their 
potential, are corner stones of an accelerated organizational pace of change. Authentic interest in their 
ideas, and input from every department on a frequent basis is crucial to continuous improvement on all 
levels.

Do not hesitate to contact us for 

a free intial consultation at 

info@ip-international.biz or call 

us at +49 069 2601 4059

nach Ihren spezifischen Vorgaben.

Training Has To Be Worth Your Time and Effort
All our training course focus on your employees‘ specific needs. They may share with us what is particularly important 
to them, or share critical events they want to discuss before the training course. This allows us to respond to their needs 
effectively and to analyze critical issues from different perspectives in order to point out new alternatives for action.

Our methods are as diverse as the people and the wordl we live in. We use a holistic, action-oriented approach that fo-
cuses on the learners, not the trainers. LearnInProgress® was developed at the University of Bologna with the aim of 
helping adults to recognize and build on their individual skills according to their learning preferences and work styles.

In our action-oriented, experiential approach to learning, learners have a proactive role. After taking stock of the know-
ledge, the skills and the abilities that the individual already possesses. LearnInProgress® makes self-improvement easy 
and fun. Inner resistance and blockages can be avoided when learners focus on their strengths and abilities instead of 
on their gaps and deficiencies. The game-based Learning Approach for Adults", also enables a holistic experience and 
uses positive emotions for sustainable learning.

We help your managers and your employees to fulfill the diverse tasks they are faced with even more pro-
fessionally than before. All our training courses, the open seminars, as well as the tailor-made in-house 
trainings and workshops provide targeted support for the development of your managers and employees. 
In the section “Training Courses” of our website you will find an overview of our offer. Please contact us 
for any further information, or in case that what you are looking for is not listed. We also develop trainings, 
workshops and learning games for adults according to your specific requirements.
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